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Abstract: 

Clitorea ternatea, Acalypha indica, Cissus quadrangularis, Catharanthus roseus and Coleus aromaticus are the 
plants which are commonly available herbals in Vellore district, Tamil Nadu, India. In the present study, the methanolic leaf 
extracts of the plants are subjected to Gas chromatography- Mass spectrometry analysis and investigated for the 
important phytochemical constituents. The GC-MS analysis revealed the presence of 8 major compounds in Clitorea 
ternatea, 10 major compounds in Acalypha indica, 11 major compounds in Cissus quadrangularis, 9 major compounds 
in Catharanthus roseus and 5 major compounds in Coleus aromaticus. There were also certain compounds which are 
commonly available on comparing the phytochemicals. The results of the present comparative study may lead to the 
invention of new drugs, herbal medicines and in various medical fields for treating several maladies, which may lead to 
the development of novel drugs using nanotechnology. 

Index terms: Clitorea ternatea, Acalypha indica, Cissus quadrangularis, Catharanthus roseus, Coleus 
aromaticus. 
 
1.INTRODUCTION: 

Plants are the good source of medicine and it is inherited and used as the important compound in the health care 
system universally. India is called as the botanical garden of the world as it produces large quantity of valuable medicinal 
plants. Plant medicines are used to treat infectious diseases as well as chronic diseases. (Tandon and Yadav, 2017) 

Drugs are being developed all the time since a growing number of people develop various acute and chronic infections, 
diseases, cancer, heart problems, diabetes etc., Now, it has become the major threat to human race because the consequences
are devastating. Any prescribed drug itself could lead to various other minor and major health issues. (Zhao et al., 2018) 
Therefore, people still prefer plant-based natural medicines which has lesser or no impact. More than 80,000 plant species
are been used for the treatment of various diseases as traditional medicines across the different regions of India. 

It is generally reported that 5,000 of 35,000 species in China is used as the drugs in Chinese traditional medicine. A plant
is considered as a medicinal plant, when it has effects that are related to health (i.e,) which have been proven to be useful
as drugs or that contains the constituents of drugs. The medicinal plants and their constituents are able to take the edge off 
or to reduce or to cure the human sickness and ailment.(Akerele et al., 1991) 

National health portal reports that evidence still exist on Unani hakims, Indian vaids, European and Mediterranean 
cultures used herbs as medicines for over 4000 years. There is a high demand for the plant-based drugs and medicines 
because of the growing population, inadequate drug supply, cost of the medicines and side effects. 

India is a well-known country to use medicinal plants for treating the diseases. Medicinal plants and aromatic plants are 
being used as raw materials for the manufacture of drugs. There are about 8000 herbal remedies which have been 
systematized in AYUSH in INDIA. Drugs by natural plants are very safe with minimal side effects and it can be used 
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ABSTRACT
Over the years, machine learning emerged as one of the key technologies to enhance the healthcare industry by
incorporating different practises and enhancing the overall treatment facilities. This appears to be a significant help for
both patients and medical professionals in terms of predicting potential illness that people suffer from. Using this
particular technology, the healthcare industry essentially improves patient service by predicting medical outcomes and
taking effective measures against it. Security and privacy concerns appear to be significant challenges that healthcare
faces while implementing machine learning. However, the advantage level of the concerned technology appears to be
quite high within healthcare that essentially enhances medical treatment of the patients as well. The concerned research
incorporated principles of “positivism research philosophy”, the “deductive research approach” and “descriptive
research” design to meet desired research outcomes. On the other hand, primary data collection and quantitative data
analysis methods are also implemented in this study to identify and understand the role of machine learning in
enhancing innovation in the healthcare industry for a sustainable business perspective. Primary data collection in the
form of a survey has been conducted in this research where 50 participants were considered as the sample size which
essentially helped reach eventual outcomes.
Keywords:Machine learning, healthcare, medical facility, patient care, decision-making
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INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning has become a massive trend in the industry because it is a sophisticated as well as
technologically advanced implementation of innovation. Machine Learning is everywhere, and it is
employed in a multitude of scenarios. It is crucial in a variety of sectors, including banking, health
sciences, and cybersecurity [1]. Along with to their competitive advantage for a wide range of different
types of healthcare applications ranging from the predictive model of cardiogenic shock from one-
dimensional cardiovascular signals to computer-aided treatment plan (CADx) utilizing multi-dimensional
clinical data, deep learning (DL)/ Machine learning (ML) strategies have seen broad acceptance in past
few years [2]. Despite the impressive performance of ML/ DL, there are still concerns about its reliability
in care environments (which is usually considered difficult because of several security and privacy
concerns directly implicated), particularly in context of current findings that ML/DL is susceptible to
adverse threats.
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Abstract— The Software Defined Network (SDN) structure
is a novel approach to network management. Switches in SDN
do not process incoming packets in the same way that they do
in a traditional network computing environment. They look in
the linking tables for incoming packets, and if none are found,
they are sent to the control system for processing, which is the
SDN's operating system. The most serious threat to cyber
security in an SDN network is a Spread Denial of Service
(Dodos) attack. The attack will take place at the network or
application layers of the infected devices that are linked to the
network. In this paper, an intelligent machine learning-based
method for detecting whether incoming packets are infected or
not is proposed Smart city activities seek to go beyond the
limitations of traditional urban planning, which regulates
critical infrastructures in silos, and to profit on the
pervasiveness of data and services given by electronic
technologies such as machine learning, the internet of things,
affordable and big data..

Keywords—machine learning, automatic assistance,
algorithm, automobiles, technologies, automation, software
networking, strategies, deployment , transportation, urbanization,
advancement, infrastructure, per capita, intelligent software
networking, conventional, processing, organization.

I. INTRODUCTION

AI requires machine learning (ML), which is the use of
systems to translate data, learn from it, and make a
conclusion or prediction absent explicit instructions. Because
of advancements in computer and storage capacity, ML has
dramatically changed into more complicated direct tangible,
such as deep classification (DL), which employs algorithms
for even better insight and automation. Another topic that has
spurred recent AI growth is speech recognition (NLP),
notably in the realms of virtual houses and IT assistants..
Natural language processing (NLP) employs vocal and
particular phrase recognition to facilitate human-machine
interaction through natural language cues and requests.
Smart city efforts aim to transcend the limits of conventional
urban planning, which controls infrastructure systems in
silos, and to capitalize on the ubiquitous nature of data and
services provided by digital technologies such as big data,

the internet of things, accessible and big data. Globalization,
as a process of fast economic development, breakthroughs in
manufacturing technology, and innovation, particularly in the
fields of communication and transportation, has had three
significant consequences: increasing the role of technology,
decentralization, and sub national diplomacy (Para
diplomacy). To compete and thrive in a worldwide society,
demand for the three T's (Time, Transporter, and Technical)
is fast growing. In these conditions, the advancement of
Smart City technology has piqued the interest of a wide
range of stakeholders. This has emphasized the significance
of a town as a new player in foreign politics.[1]

II. OBJECTIVE

The research aimed to fulfill the following objectives:

x To explain the intelligence software networking
x List the different types of objective in vision of

intelligent smart city
x To study urbanization with intelligent software

network
x To study different strategies for smart cit deployment
x To study benefits associated with smart cities
x To study how this system works and how been

managed by organization
x And in the last we will study about the possible future

growth in smart city deployment with the help of
intelligent software networking

III. METHODOLOGY

The impact of globalisation on current society,
particularly the increasingly important role of the city, has
resulted in three distinct yet interrelated aspects, such as
decentralisation, technology, and political diplomacy,
becoming forerunners of the city's economy. A city acquires
increased political clout in developing wealth and success for
its citizens by utilising technology. In addition to
technology's role as an enabler, we contend that having
advanced tech and deploying it to the topic is inadequate.
Smart diplomacy must be developed at the subnational level
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POWER POLITICS AND GENDER DISPARITY IN CARYL CHURCHILL'S CLOUD NINE 

Abstract 

M Praveena, Assistant Professor, Department of English, Voorhees College, Vellore-6 

AND TOP GIRLS 

Caryl Churchill holds a unique and indisputable position as a post- modern, contemporary British 
playwright. She is a revolutionist who has fueled her dramas with social emancipation and theatrical 
innovation. She startles her audience with open ended questions, fluidity of roles, fragmented multiple 

voices promoting a world devoid of racial., class and sexual subjugation. Her dramas transcend the 
borderlines of the past and the present. Her characters are outspoken and gusty. Her plays sharply criticize 

greedy capitalists and deludes societal institutions. 

This paper attempts to explore two inportant plays of Churchill Cloud Nine and Top Girls. The play Cloud 

Nine focusses on the colonial oppression, gender and sexual attitudes that existed during the V ictorian 

times. The theatrical device of cross- gender, cross-racial and doubling of roles are the techniqueS 

employed by the dramatist which makes the spectators to look beyond alternative identities and dominant 

hegemonic forces. The next play Top Girls is feminist in theme and modernistic in approach. It explicates 

inter and intra sexual oppression. The play highlights on the class differences that are prevalent even 

among women. The dramatic technique of overlapping dialogues represent the self- centeredness of each 

of these characters. Both ofthese dramas make an earnest attempt to topple down all hierarchical structures 

in the aim of accepting one's identity. 

Key words: Power politics, repression, hegemonic structures and gender roles. 

Caryl Churchill holds an enviable position among the contemporary British playwrights. If Megan 

Terry shook the American theatre, it was Churchill who explored gender, history, power and recreated all 

of these in British theatre. 
playwright in her twenties with 

Having being educated at Oxford, she began her professional career as a 

Thi 
radio plays. Her first radio play was Ants (1962) followed by a dozen other plays like Lovesick (1966) 

Identical Twins (1968), Not... Not... Not... Enough Oxygen (1971) ... Subsequently, this was followed b 

six television pllays. It was Michael Cordon who inducted her to write plays for the stage. 

strengthened her relationship with the Royal Court Theatre. Churchill being trained well in the craft c 

theatre began to lash out all orthodoxy and limited conventions through her innovative experimentation 

In the next phase of her dramatic career, her commitment towards Monstrous Regiment and Joint Sto 

Theatre 
encompassed her journey towards political, feminist and socialist outlook of the socie 

incorporating 
dramaturgy. 

Brechtian techniques. Her true strength Iies in going further beyond the Brecht 

The play Cloud Nine was written for the Joint stock Theatre in 1978-79 and performed at the Royal C 

in 1979-80. This play explores the sexual politics, colonial and sexual oppression. This play challe 

the linearity of time, 
patriarchal conventions and the gender strictures. 

acts. The first act is set in Africa, colonized by the British explicating the enc 
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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to present, observe and examine the depiction of personal identity of 
ndian migrant woman in the U. S by Bharati Mukherjee in her novel Desirable Daughters. Her novels 
xplore the shifting identities of diasporic women, between the present modern life in the United States 
fAmerica and the past traditional life in India. The prime motive of Bharati Mukherjee's novels deals 
ith the issues encountered by women in their foreign atmosphere. Being an immigrant wTiter she 2 veils the topics like diaspora, assimilation, cultural conflicts, immigration, quest for self ualisation and identity. The foremost and recurrent theme of Desirable Duuughters is the conflict Sing from native and foreign cultures. The major characters in the novel struggle with the challenge accommodating the American feminist culture in to their traditional Indian culture. 

Desirable Daughters belongs to the genre of American literature which deals with issues of igrant Iife and cultural assimilation. Culture assume a new forn in the contemporary Literature. re the issues of Diaspora, globalization, consumerism, transnationalism, cultural hyberidity and ity crisis have become a new motif in the post colonial Literature. 

words: Diaspora, Assimilation, Immigration, ldentity, Modernity, Tradition. 
The current era is most suited for the full-fledged growth of society's underprivileged groups. 

ding women and the scheduled class. The Indian patriarchal system has traditionally placed 
en at the bottom of the social hierarchy and saw them as helpless, feeble beings. However. the 
t situation has altered her positions, and the new class of women has questioned these roles and 
s to venture beyond the boundaries that are considered taboo. 

The obstacles and chances of the New Woman Tara in Bharati Mukherjee's Desirable 
lers are examined in the current research. Bharati Mukherjee isa Third World Feminist whose 
Dcuses on the concerns and issues that South Asian women, particularly ndian women, undergo. 
ports women's rights, just like her contemporary feminist writers, but she differs from them in 

main goal is to outline the issues with cross-cuitural conflicts that Indian immigrants, 

arly women, deal with. Her female protagonists experience both patriarchal colonization and 
te colonization. As an immigrant she has been preoccupied with women's accustoming issues 
ica and Canada.In the novel Desirable Daughters, three sisters' behaviour and varicd coping 

Sms with identity are explored in relation to immigration. The main character Tara Lata in this 

les the themes of identity crisis, self-destruction, and self-discovery. Through the life of the 

st, who in numerous ways breaks with convention but yet identifies with the home country, 

depicts a traditional Indian Brahmin family and a modern American one. 

ara, Parvati, and Padma, three sisters who were born and reared in Calcutta in the 1950s and 

nct personalities and diverse life trajectories, are the central characters of Desirable 

. Tara, the primary character. is seen in various lightings, and her two sisters are also 

hout the entire narrative. The narrator of the story begins the novel with the 



NOUUINDIA ONAL o NOAL NCHNCIN 
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Inpish, ovement hnpal Milln College, iudiyathum 
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Albtrt 

Ihe ain ot the pajer in to observe and pehent the anpets of the fuston of Myth, M ysticism 

and hiatoty n the witinga of hatt Mukhejee dncses the qualties of Mukherjce as a 

ianpoi writer Mukhejee poved hernelf lo he a rendsetter in dasporic literature llecr writings 

releca a nhe hat abe han caved ton herhell in the Amerien Literture. AssImilation plays a major 

theme n the wiinga of Hhaati Mukhejee. In many of her novels Mukherjee presents the 

4Nimlation ot ndn mipantn n Ameiea md aso eveneN the sitution Most of her novcls 

deala with the anNlatiom of mignta om he went in to Indum culture. The Tree hrtie, (2004) 

IN a hiMloical ovel by haai Mukhejee. I is he Nequel to Desirable Dunghters Mukherjee 

ICon he own eNpeuenee aN an immigunt while witing these ovels The Tree Hrde deals with 

the maor ndu cocepts- kunu or tate where they luve no control. n her novcls, Mukherjee 

eNplann the theme of expatiation, immiguution md slomation Bxploration, cxpedition of 

hustory, myth and eulture ae the doninant thenos of the I0vel. 

Key words mmigrants, aNsinilation, explontion, Oxpedition, traunslornation and culture 

The Tree Hride IN novel published in 2004, It deals with the asNimilation of westen 

immigrants nto he Indan society. It is a soquel to Desirable Duuyhters. Tara, the narator of 

Desirable Dughters naates the novel 7he Tree Bride too. Both he novels ure part of the propuscd 

trilogy by Bharati Mukherjeo. The novel is On6 - pcrson narrativc of British history in India. It 

weaves itN way in and oul of cotinents and timclines, IL is about rccreating the British men who 

lcave their homcland to fullill their dreun1s. They believe in a higher purpose of instilling order and 

In Tree Bride the author has fused history, mysticisnn, trcachery and cnduring love. It is a 

Nuspenseful story ubout the lingering ellects of' past sccrets. T'ara Lata, a five-year old girl is a victim 

of the archaic custom of child murriage. It is a tradition followed by her father who is a university 

graduate und lawyer. 
Tara Lata's wedding party is travelling in 1870 through a dark janglc to rendezvous with the 

bridegroom's party. The groom's relatives cursc the bride instcad of grecting her. They call hcr 

unlucky becausc the bridcgroom has bcen bitten fatally by a snake. Tara Lata's father marries her to 

the God of he forest to save her Irom a life of degradation, widowhood and shame. In this way, she 

becomes the lependary "Tree Bride'. 
The young girl makes her fiather's hoUse as a reluge for the poor and the sick. She is dragged 

from her home in 1944 by colonial authorities, who announce her death six days later.Her heroic lite 

comes to an cnd ufler her arrest. Slhe dubiously dies of heart attack in the jail. Mukherjce has 

amalyamated and used history and mysticis1m in an empathetical manner. Alogether it proves that 

Muklherjec is a miaster of creating magical, mysterious stories whiclh resound the spiritual healing of 

the depreNed soul. 
The Feninist Movement originally starled in the west. I widely alfected the Indian 

NCnNibility. In 1948, Simone de Beauvoir expresses her hatred against humanity in The Second Sex 

She sayN: "This hunanity is male and man delines wonan not in hersclf' but as relative to him, she 

0N not regardcd as n autonomous bcing...shev is delined and diflerentiated with reference to man and 

not he witlh reference to her; she is tlhc incidental, the incssential as opposcd to the essential. Ile is the 

Nubjcct, he is the absolute-she is the Other" (Beauvoir 86). Thus, the quict Brahmin girl from Bengal 

82 

d1sciplinc in forcign lands. 
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WOMEN-TORCHBEARERS OF LEGACY: AN ANALYSIS OF TEMSULA AS THE POT 

MAKER 

Dr Binu Anitha Joseph, Assistant Professor, PG & Research Department of English Voorhees College, 
Vellore-1 

Abstract 
Temsula Ao is a renowncd Indian poet, short story writer, ethnographer anda folklorist. Most of 

her works have been translated into German, French, Assamese, Bengali, Kannada and Hindi. The Pot 
Maker is a story that is included in the collection entitled These Hils Called Home:Stories from a War 

Zone (2006). It is the story of a young girl who aspires to acquire thc traditional familial skill. Temsula 
focuses on the value systems that uphold the interests of the community and the pcople. She highlights 
the intluence of the tribal tradition and customs on an individual and her desires. The paper attempts to 
analyze the women characters in the story, who indeed turn out to be the torchbearers of ancestral 
legacy. 

Key words: lcgacy. torchbearer, tradition, community 

Temsula Ao is a renowned Indian poet, short story writer, ethnographer and a folklorist. She was 
conferred the Padma Shri in 2007 and the Nagaland Governor's Award for Distinction in Literature in 
2009. She was the recipicnt of the Sahitya Akademi Award in 2013 for her collection of short 

storics Laburnum for My Head. She was honoured with the Kusumagraj National Literature Award (for 
Poetry) in 2015. She was a retired Professor of English from the North Eastern Hills University. Most of 
her works have been translated into German, French, Assamese, Bengali, Kannada and Hindi. The Pot 
Maker is a story that is inchuded in the collection entitled These Hills Called Home: Stories from a War 
Zone (2006). The language is simple. The complex themes give rise to a maze of emotions. In her 
stories, women are projected as innately strong and wise enough to cncounter any grave situation. 

The plot centers round the Naga community. Sentila wishes to follow the legacy of her mother 
and grandmother in pot making. Her mother, Arenla teaches her weaving as it is a highly skilled 
profession. Sentila is very adamant in mastering pottery. The potters discourage her from choosing the 
skill. They tell that it is quite painstaking. They consider it as a mere childish lure. Sentila ignores their 
advice. She pays a visit to the pottery arca. When Arenla comes to know about her visits, she maintains 
silence. She decides to closely watch her movements. Gradually, Sentila's visit paves way for rumours 
in the village. The village council decides to summion Mesoba, Sentila's father. He escapes by telling 
lies. He conveys that Sentila has gone to meet the women in the village and uprights them that she will 
be mastering the art of pot making. Mesoba successfully convinces the council. They tell him to teach 
her the necessary skills that a girl ought to learn. 

Meanwhile, Arenla teaches her daughter the craft of pot making. Initially, Sentila used to make 
errors. This made Arenla very happy. Sentila has an entirely different attitude. She considered her errors 

and failures in a light-hearted manner. She followed the dictum: Failure is the stepping stone to 
successes. She decides to mect Onula, the supervisor of girls' dormitorics. Onula helps her in moulding 
the clay to make the perfect shape of pots. Scntila docs not show much progress. She makes defective 
and shapeless pots. Onc day, Onula suggests that she should observe her mother preparing pots. Sentila 
carefully views her mother. Arenla asks her to make pots. She stays away for sometime in the guise of 
illness. Sentila undergoes an epiphany while making pots. She aranges them in a row. 
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INTRODUCTION

In present solid state lighting research domain, the need
for phosphor converted white light emitting diodes (WLEDs)
has driven researchers to design revolutionary phosphors with
adequate host matrix doped with suitable activators [1]. Light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) have received significant attention as
illuminating light sources and components in display systems
since the introduction of WLEDs in the 1960s [2]. The lighting
industry is actively focusing on WLEDs, also regarded as the
next generation of solid-state lighting (SSL) [3]. In recent years,
WLEDs have gotten a lot of attention in comparison to tradi-
tional light sources like incandescent and fluorescent lamps
because of their benefits like low energy consumption, higher
rendering index (CRI), reliability, higher luminosity efficiency,

Structural and Optical Properties of Dy3+ Doped with an Eulytite
Type NaBaBi2(PO4)3 Phosphor for White Light Emitting Diodes

K. INDUMATHI
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A series of NaBaBi(2-x)(PO4)3:xDy3+ eulytite type phosphors with varying doping concentrations were synthesized using a conventional
solid-state reaction. The crystalline nature and phase formation of the phosphor were confirmed by the PXRD technique. FESEM was
used to examine the surface morphology. UV-DRS measurements were used to quantify the band gap of the host and Dy3+ ion doped
phosphors. The phosphors’ photoluminescence properties were thoroughly investigated. According to the excitation spectra, these phosphors
show a strong absorption band in the near-ultraviolet (NUV) region, extending from 250 to 450 nm. Under the excitation of 352 nm, the
peaks of the emission spectra of Dy3+ ions are located at 485 nm (blue), 575 nm (yellow) and 666 nm (red), corresponding to the magnetic
dipole 4F9/2→6H15/2 transition, the electric dipole 4F9/2→6H13/2 transition and the 4F9/2→6H11/2 transition. The optimal concentration of Dy3+

doped phosphor is x = 0.075 and the major concentration quenching mechanism is accomplished by energy transfer between the nearest-
neighbour ions. The critical transfer distance (Rc) is estimated to be about 19.01. The Commission International deI’Eclairage (CIE) of
NaBaBi1.925(PO4)3:0.075Dy3+ phosphor was calculated to be (x = 0.341 and y = 0.374), which was very close to the “ideal white” (x = 0.33,
y = 0.33). Present findings suggest that the phosphor might be a viable option for producing a white-light-emitting phosphor under NUV
activation.

Keywords: Phosphor, Eulytite, Chromaticity coordinates, Activators, Phase formation.
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longer lifetime, energy-saving qualities and environmental
friendliness [4,5].

According to solid state lighting research, low cost and
ease of preparation are essential criteria in phosphor synthesis.
As a consequence, choosing the most excellent host from a
plethora of options such as silicates, sulphates, phosphates,
nitrates and vanadates is critical. Phosphors based on phosphate
host matrices have become a major research area due to their
wide variety of applications in lighting and displays. Phosphate
based phosphors have a number of benefits, including a low
cost, a high luminous efficiency, a low sintering temperature,
a big band gap, greater thermal and chemical stability over a
wide range of temperatures and a straightforward synthesis
procedure. On a variety of phosphate based hosts, a number of
phosphate based compounds with the generic formula AI-IV

4[XO4]3
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INTRODUCTION

The use of polymers as biomaterials has a significant impact
on medical progress. Biodegradable polymeric biomaterials,
in particular, offer the advantages of being able to be broken
down and removed after they have served their purpose. Degrad-
able polymers are employed in a variety of clinical settings,
including surgical sutures and implants [1]. Materials with
desired physical, chemical, biological, biomechanical and
degrading qualities must be chosen to meet functional demands.
The extraction of sodium silicate from sugarcane bagasse ash
has been the subject of extensive research [2-4]. Sugarcane
bagasse ash is a waste product from the sugar industry as well
as a byproduct from a biopower plant.

The extracted biosilica was combined with silk fibroin
and polyurethane foam to prepare a biocomposite which could
be active against selected microorganisms. Silk fibroin, a natu-
rally occurring protein produced by the domestic silkworm,
Bombyx mori [5] has been recognized as a potentially useful
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High availability and several benefits of biosilica (BS) in various industries, it becomes a desirable material for industrial purposes. This
study is focused to prepare a biocomposite of biosilica isolated from sugarcane baggase and combined with silk fibroin (SF) and polyurethane
(PUF) foam. FTIR, XRD, TGA, DSC and SEM measurements were used to characterize the synthesized BS/SF/PUF biocomposite. The
potentiality of biosilica composite as an antimicrobial support material was investigated. The BS/SF/PUF biocomposite has a rough
surface nature, amorphous and higher thermal stability due to strong contacts, according to the characterization data. Furthermore, the
results revealed that the produced material exhibited excellent antioxidant and antimicrobial properties.
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biomaterial. Three chain units such as heavy, light and a P25
glycoprotein make up the Bombyx mori silkworm [6,7]. GAGAGS
repeats and GAGAGX (X = V or Y) repeats are heavy and
light chain units [8]. These repeating units tend the silk fibroin
to self-assemble into antiparallel -sheet structures via hydrogen
bonds and van der Waals interactions [9]. The material is used
till date for its superior properties like robustness, lustre, resil-
ience, ability to conform to the surface of molds, ease of mani-
pulation and ability to bind with chemical dyes. It is also
recognized for its applications in the field of medicine [10].

Polyurethanes (PUs) are a type of polymer that is widely
employed in the medical device sector. The presence of hard
and soft segments in their chemical structure confers elasticity
and mechanical strength to the polymer [11]. They are pre-
ferred in the manufacture of heart valves, blood vessels, vascular
grafts and catheters due to their elastomeric properties and
good blood compatibility [12-14].

Hence, in present study, the ternary biocomposite of
biosilica/silk fibroin/polyurethane (BS/SF/PUF) foam was pre-


